
Experience the symphony!

The tThe two dual driver speakers that act as the tweeter and woofer speakers 

within the PCS250 provides a high fidelity surround sound experience for any 

music aficionado.  The speakers are tuned to provide a flat musician's response 

allowing music lovers to listen to the music the way it was recorded or to 

custom design the equalization on most entertainment devices. Micro balanced 

armature speakers, originally designed for the hearing aid industry are used to 

ensure unparalleled sound sensation.  In other words, outstanding sound in an 

ear bud that is cuear bud that is custom fit into the ear canal.

Miniaturization allows Sonomax to insert two speakers in tandem right into the 

canal of the earpiece. This proximity to the user’s eardrum, when paired with 

the exclusion of ambient sound due to the custom fit acoustic seal provides 

the listener with unprecedented quality and clarity. It redefines high fidelity in 

listening.  This seal allows the user to hear all aspects of the music at a lower 

volume than regular ear buds; thereby protecting the user’s hearing.

The earphones incorporate a low profile, ergonomically shaped design and ear 

loop that comfortably cradles the back of the ear while guiding the user in 

proper insertion and removal. The user will also be able to answer phone calls 

on their Smartphone through the use of the integrated in-line microphone. 

Struggling to hear a phone conversation due to exterior noise is now eliminated 

due to the acoustically sealed earpiece. eers ™ PCS-250 introduces a new kind 

of in-ear headphone that  delivers superior fit and comfort while creating a safe 

lilistening environment.  All this is done with a sleek design optimized for the 

sophisticated user. eers™ PCS-250 provides elite professional earphones 

that can be used in any environment while delivering an exceptional sound 


